
 

Board Meeting and FY 2022 Budget Workshop Agenda 
Thursday, April 15, 2021 

10:00 a.m. 
 

Call to Order 
 
Roll Call 
 
Approval of Minutes 
 
Official Action  
 
President’s Report 
 
Public Comments  
 
Adjournment of April Board Meeting 
 

 

Reconvene for FY 2022 Budget Workshop 
 
Introduction        Gabriel Bolas, President and CEO 
      
Electric & Natural Gas System Investments John Williams, Senior Vice President, 

Engineering & Construction 
 
Wastewater & Water System Investments Derwin Hagood, Senior Vice President, 

Operations 
 
FY 22 Budget Request Mark Walker, Senior Vice President and 

CFO 
 
Closing Comments Gabriel Bolas, President and CEO 
 
Adjournment of Budget Workshop 

 



Knoxville Utilities Board 
Board Meeting 

Minutes 
Thursday, March 11, 2021 

Noon 

Call to Order 

The Knoxville Utilities Board met in regular session in the Mintha E. Roach 
Corporate Services Building at 4505 Middlebrook Pike, on Thursday, March 11, 
2021, pursuant to the public notice published in the January 2, 2021, edition of 
the News Sentinel. Chair Jerry Askew called the meeting to order at 12:00 p.m. 

Roll Call 

Commissioners Present: Jerry Askew, Claudia Caballero, Kathy Hamilton, 
Celeste Herbert, Adrienne Simpson-Brown, Tyvi Small, and John Worden. 

Commissioners Absent: None 

Approval of Minutes 

The Minutes of the February 18, 2021 Board meeting were approved as 
distributed upon a motion by Commissioner Herbert and seconded by 
Commissioner Small. 

Old Business 

Resolution 1432, A Resolution Authorizing Participation in the Tennessee 
Valley Authority’s Electric Vehicle Charging Power (EVC) Rate and 
Amending the Existing Rate Schedules of the Electric Division to Provide 
for an EVC Rate Schedule 

President Gabriel Bolas reminded Commissioners that Mike Bolin, Vice President 
of Utility Advancement, provided details last month on the new Electric Vehicle 
Charging Power Rate on first reading. Mr. Bolin provided a brief overview of the 
resolution for the Board’s consideration on second and final reading. 

President Bolas recommended adoption of Resolution 1432 on second and final 
reading. His written recommendation is included in Attachment 1. 
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March 11, 2021 

Upon a motion by Commissioner Small and a second by Commissioner 
Herbert, Resolution 1432 was adopted by a roll call vote on second and final 
reading. The following Commissioners voted “aye”: Askew, Caballero, Hamilton, 
Herbert, Small, and Worden. No Commissioner voted “nay”.  

New Business 

TVA Awards 

President Bolas welcomed the TVA representatives attending the Board 
meeting. He recognized Doug Perry, Senior Vice President of Commercial 
Energy Solutions and Amy Edge, Northeast District General Manager. Mr. Perry 
presented a TVA Community Champion Award and a 2020 Top Performer 
award to Chair Askew on behalf of KUB.  

Resolution 1433, A Resolution Authorizing the Filing of a Fiber to the Home 
Business Plan with the Office of the Comptroller of the Treasury for the 
State of Tennessee 

President Bolas reminded Commissioners that KUB has been exploring the 
potential of offering municipal broadband to its customers. Resolution 1433 
requests the Board’s approval for submitting a Fiber to the Home Business Plan 
to the Comptroller of the Treasury for the State of Tennessee. He recognized 
Jamie Davis, Vice President and Assistant to the CTO, to discuss KUB’s 
proposed enhanced electric grid modernization plan, which includes the 
deployment of a system-wide fiber network. Mark Walker, Senior Vice President 
and CFO, provided the financial plan that supports the enhanced electric grid 
modernization plan. Mr. Davis completed the presentation with an overview of 
the Fiber to the Home Business Plan being presented for the Board’s 
consideration.  

President Bolas recommended adoption of Resolution 1433 on first and final 
reading. His written recommendation is included in Attachment 2. 

Upon a motion by Commissioner Herbert and a second by Commissioner 
Caballero, Resolution 1433 was adopted by a roll call vote on first and final 
reading. The following Commissioners voted “aye”: Askew, Caballero, Hamilton, 
Herbert, Simpson-Brown, Small, and Worden. No Commissioner voted “nay”.  

President’s Report 

None 
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March 11, 2021 
 
Other Business 
 
 Chair Askew advised Commissioners that the April 15 financial workshop will 
 focus on the details of the fiscal year 22 budget and an update on long-range 
 plans. A brief business meeting will begin at 10:00 a.m. and public comments will 
 be welcome before the meeting is adjourned. Following the conclusion of the 
 business meeting, we will begin the budget workshop. That session should 
 conclude around noon. 
 
Public Comment 
  
 None 
 
Adjournment 
 
 There being nothing further to come before the Board, Chair Askew declared the 

Board meeting adjourned at 1:48 p.m. 
 
 
  
        
       Jerry Askew, Chair 
 
 
 
      
       Mark Walker, Board Secretary 
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Attachments 
 

 

Attachment 1 Recommendation Letter and Resolution 1432 – Resolution 
Authorizing Participation in the Tennessee Valley Authority’s 
Electric Vehicle Charging Power (EVC) Rate and Amending 
the Existing Rate Schedules of the Electric Division to 
Provide for an EVC Rate Schedule 
  

Page(s) 
10535 – 10543 

 

Attachment 2 Resolution 1433 – A Resolution Authorizing the Filing of a 
Fiber to the Home Business Plan with the Office of the 
Comptroller of the Treasury for the State of Tennessee 
 

10544 – 10567 
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March 5, 2021 
 
 
Knoxville Utilities Board 
445 S. Gay Street 
Knoxville, Tennessee 37902-1109 
 
Commissioners: 
 
The March 11 Board meeting agenda includes two official action items, including the 
adoption of a new rate for electric vehicle (EV) charging stations, on second and final 
reading, and a resolution authorizing the filing of a business plan for providing 
broadband services within KUB’s electric system territory to the Comptroller of the 
Treasury of the State of Tennessee for review. An overview of each resolution is 
provided below.  
 
Resolution 1432 (Second and Final Reading) 
As part of its goal to increase and facilitate the use of electric vehicle charging stations 
in the Tennessee Valley, the TVA Board recently adopted a wholesale rate for charging 
stations for EVs where the station’s demand is greater than 50 kW. It is staff’s 
recommendation that KUB adopt a companion retail rate, as KUB’s current electric rates 
are not designed to accommodate the usage profile of EV charging stations. 
 
Resolution 1432 and the proposed rate schedule are attached for your information. The 
Board adopted the new EV charging station rate on first reading at the February Board 
meeting. I recommend the adoption of Resolution 1432 on second and final reading.  
 
Resolution 1433   
As you will recall, some time ago Mayor Kincannon requested KUB assess the 
feasibility of directly providing broadband services (internet service, cable television and 
other related services) to customers located within its electric system territory. Over the 
course of the past year or so, KUB staff has performed a full assessment on the 
feasibility of providing broadband services. This assessment included a thorough 
examination of costs and potential funding, and individual meetings with local elected 
officials. We received an overwhelmingly positive response from these meetings. KUB 
also conducted a public survey of its customers, which indicated a desire for KUB to 
offer broadband services. 
 
Staff has kept the Board apprised of progress along the way, including one-on-one 
conversations as well as presentations to the Board on the subject at the September 
2020, November 2020, and January 2021 Board meetings. Staff has also prepared a 
business plan detailing funding requirements, revenue assumptions and other key 
elements of a new broadband division.    
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Page 2 
March 5, 2021 
 
 
The next step in assessing the viability of this business plan is to submit it for review by 
the Comptroller of the Treasury of the State of Tennessee.   
 
Resolution 1433 authorizes filing the business plan with the Comptroller, the first step of 
many that would be required before KUB could enter this line of business. A draft of the 
resolution is also attached for your review. I recommend the adoption of Resolution 
1433 on first and final reading.   
 
Respectfully submitted, 

S 

Gabriel J. Bolas II 
President and CEO 
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RESOLUTION NO. 1432 
 
 
A Resolution Authorizing Participation in the Tennessee Valley Authority’s 
Electric Vehicle Charging Power (EVC) Rate and Amending the Existing Rate 
Schedules of the Electric Division to Provide for an EVC Rate Schedule 
 
 

Whereas, Knoxville Utilities Board (“KUB”) purchases its full electric power 
requirements from the Tennessee Valley Authority (“TVA”); and 

 
Whereas, KUB supports the environment through numerous programs such as 

home weatherization assistance, participation in TVA’s Green Invest Program, and 
TVA’s Green Switch and Green Switch Match programs; and 
 

Whereas, KUB supports the adoption and utilization of electric vehicles through 
its participation in Drive Electric Tennessee, its first-in-the-Valley Electric Vehicle (EV) 
rebate program, and by offering Time of Use rates to support charging EV’s at home; 
and 
 

Whereas, TVA has developed a wholesale rate in support of electric vehicle 
charging stations which supports public stations as well as business fleets; and 

  
Whereas, the EVC Rate is an optional rate for eligible KUB customers designed 

to encourage and support EV adoption throughout the Tennessee Valley; and 
 
Whereas, KUB participates in other programs offered by TVA for the benefit of 

the environment and customer choice; and 
 
Whereas, KUB customers have previously shown great support for electric 

vehicles as evidenced by their participation in the EV rebate program; and 
 
Whereas, KUB desires to be one of the first local power companies in the 

Tennessee Valley to provide the EVC Rate to its customers; and 
 
Whereas, the Board previously adopted Resolution 1060, as heretofore 

amended, providing rate schedules for the Electric Division of KUB; and 
 
Whereas, the Board has determined, upon recommendation from KUB staff, that 

it is in the best interest of KUB, its customers, and the community to participate in TVA’s 
EVC Rate; and 

 
Whereas, in accordance with Section 1107(L) of the Charter, KUB has provided 

the required public notice of not less than five (5) days prior to a meeting of the Board 
when a rate change is to be considered. 
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Now, Therefore, Be It Hereby Resolved by the Board of Commissioners of 
the Knoxville Utilities Board as Follows: 

 
  Section 1. That the Board hereby authorizes KUB’s participation in TVA’s 
EVC Rate. 
 

Section 2. That the President and CEO is hereby authorized on behalf of KUB to 
enter any agreements or take any actions reasonably necessary for KUB and its 
customers to participate in the EVC Rate. 

 
Section 3. That the rate schedules of the Electric Division as set forth in section 1 

of Resolution No. 1060, as heretofore amended, be amended to include a rate schedule 
for EVC, as set forth in Exhibit A to this Resolution, to be effective April 1, 2021. 

 
 
 
                    Jerry Askew/s        
                Jerry Askew, Chair 
 
 

 
 Mark Walker/s  
        Mark Walker, Board Secretary 
 
 
 
 
APPROVED ON 1st 
READING:               2-18-21    
APPROVED ON 2nd 
READING:               3-11-21   
EFFECTIVE DATE  4-1-21  
MINUTE BOOK 43 PAGE 10537-10543  
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RESOLUTION 1432 
EXHIBIT A 

EVC RATE SCHEDULE OF THE ELECTRIC DIVISION 
EFFECTIVE APRIL 1, 2021 
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ELECTRIC VEHICLE CHARGING POWER RATE - SCHEDULE EVC 

 

Availability  

This rate shall exclusively apply to separately metered charging stations for electric 
vehicles where the charging station’s demand is greater than 50 kW but not more than 
5,000 kW. 

All customers participating under this rate schedule shall agree to a full requirements 
service from KUB.  In addition, customers must agree that the sole use of the electric service is 
for the purpose of charging electric vehicles used for transportation purposes only.   

Unless otherwise provided for in a written agreement between TVA and KUB, the 
customer’s “meter-reading time” shall be 0000 hours Central Standard Time (CST) or Central 
Daylight Time (CDT), whichever is currently effective, on the first day of the calendar month 
following the month for which a bill under this rate schedule is being calculated.  

 

Character of Service 

Alternating current, single- or three-phase, 60 hertz.  Power shall be delivered at a 
transmission voltage of 161 kV or, if such transmission voltage is not available, at the highest 
voltage available in the vicinity, unless at the customer's request a lower standard voltage is 
agreed upon. 

 

Base Charges 

Customer Charge: $100 per delivery point per month 

 

Energy Charge: 

All Seasons:   

   Onpeak 14.225¢ per kWh per month for all metered onpeak kWh, plus 

 

   Offpeak  14.225¢ per kWh per month for all metered offpeak kWh, plus 

 

Distribution Delivery Charge: 8.219¢ per total metered kWh per month 
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Adjustment 

Charges under this rate schedule may be increased or decreased to reflect changes in 
purchased power costs as determined by any purchased power adjustment adopted by the 
Board. 

 

Facilities Rental Charge 

Where the charging station’s demand is greater than 50 kW, but not more than 1,000 
kW, there shall be no facilities rental charge under this rate schedule.  

Where the charging station’s demand is greater than 1,000 kW there shall be no facilities 
rental charge under this rate schedule for delivery at bulk transmission voltage levels of 161 kV 
or higher.  For delivery at less than 161 kV, there shall be added to the customer's bill a facilities 
rental charge.  This charge shall be 37¢ per kW per month except for delivery at voltages below 
46 kV, in which case the charge shall be 97¢ per kW per month for the first 10,000 kW and 76¢ 
per kW per month for the excess over 10,000 kW.  Such charge shall be applied to the higher of 
(1) the highest billing demand established during the latest 12-consecutive-month period or 
(2) the customer's currently effective onpeak or offpeak contract demand, whichever is higher, 
and shall be in addition to all other charges under this rate schedule, including minimum bill 
charges. 

 

Reactive Demand Charges 

If the reactive demand (in kVAR) is lagging during the 30-consecutive-minute period 
beginning or ending on a clock hour of the month in which the customer's highest metered 
demand occurs, there shall be added to the customer's bill a reactive charge of $1.46 per kVAR 
of the amount, if any, by which the reactive demand exceeds 33 percent of such metered 
demand.  If the reactive demand (in kVAR) is leading during the 30-consecutive-minute period 
beginning or ending on a clock hour of the month in which the customer's lowest metered 
demand (excluding any metered demands which are less than 25 percent of the highest 
metered demand) occurs, there shall be added to the customer's bill a reactive charge of $1.14 
per kVAR of the amount of reactive demand.  Such charges shall be in addition to all other 
charges under this rate schedule, including minimum bill charges. 

 

Determination of Seasonal Periods 

Summer Period shall mean the June, July, August, and September billing months.  Winter Period 
shall mean the December, January, February, and March billing months.  Transition Period shall 
mean the April, May, October, and November billing months. The Seasonal Periods under this 
rate schedule are subject to change by KUB. In the event KUB determines that changed Seasonal 
Periods are appropriate, such decision shall be made at least 11 months prior to the effective date 
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of such changed periods, and KUB shall promptly notify customer. 

 

Determination of Onpeak and Offpeak Hours 

Except for Saturdays, Sundays, November 1, and the weekdays that are observed as Federal 
holidays for New Year's Day, Memorial Day, Independence Day, Labor Day, Thanksgiving Day, 
and Christmas Day, onpeak hours for each day shall for purposes of this rate schedule be from 1 
p.m. to 7 p.m. during the months of April, May, June, July, August, September and October and 
from 4 a.m. to 10 a.m. during the months of January, February, March, November, and December.  
For all other hours of each day and all hours of such excepted days shall be offpeak hours.  Such 
times shall be CST or CDT, whichever is then in effect.  Said onpeak and offpeak hours are 
subject to change by KUB. In the event KUB determines that such changed onpeak and offpeak 
hours are appropriate, such decision shall be made at least 11 months prior to the effective date 
of such changed hours, and KUB shall promptly notify customer.  

 

Determination of Onpeak and Offpeak Demands, 
Maximum Metered Demand, and Energy Amounts 

The onpeak and offpeak kWh for any month shall be the energy amounts taken during 
the respective hours of the month designated under this rate schedule as onpeak and offpeak 
hours; provided, however, that notwithstanding the metered energy amount, the Distribution 
Delivery energy for any month shall in no case be less than the product of (1) the maximum 
billing demand as calculated in the paragraph below and (2) 37 hours (reflecting a 5 percent 
load factor applied to the average number of hours in a month). 

KUB shall meter the onpeak and offpeak demands in kW of all customers taking service 
under this rate schedule.  The onpeak metered demand and offpeak metered demand for any 
month shall be determined separately for the respective hours of the month designated under 
this rate schedule as onpeak and offpeak hours and, in each case, shall be the highest average 
during any 30-consecutive-minute period beginning or ending on a clock hour.  

Except as provided below, (1) the onpeak billing demand shall be the highest onpeak 
metered demand in the month, (2) the offpeak billing demand shall be the highest offpeak 
metered demand in the month, and (3) the maximum billing demand shall be the higher of the 
onpeak billing demand or offpeak billing demand in the month. 

The onpeak billing demand shall in no case be less than the sum of (1) 30 percent of the 
first 5,000 kW and (2) 40 percent of any kW in excess of 5,000 kW of the higher of the currently 
effective onpeak contract demand or the highest onpeak billing demand established during the 
preceding 12 months.   

The offpeak billing demand shall in no case be less than the sum of (1) 30 percent of the 
first 5,000 kW and (2) 40 percent of any kW in excess of 5,000 kW of the higher of the currently 
effective offpeak contract demand or the highest offpeak billing demand established during the 
preceding 12 months.  
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Minimum Bill 

The monthly bill under this rate schedule, excluding any facilities rental charges and any 
reactive charges, shall not be less than the sum of (1) the base customer charge, (2) the base 
onpeak energy charge, as adjusted, applied to the customer's onpeak energy takings, (3) the 
base offpeak energy charge, as adjusted, applied to the customer’s offpeak energy takings, and 
(4) the base distribution delivery charge applied to the higher of the customer's total energy 
takings or the minimum energy takings amount provided for in the first paragraph of the section 
of this rate schedule entitled “Determination of Onpeak and Offpeak Demands, Maximum 
Metered Demand, and Energy Amounts.”   

KUB may require minimum bills higher than those stated above. 

 

Contract Requirement 

All customers shall be required to execute contracts and such contracts shall be for an 
initial term of at least 1 year. The customer shall contract for its maximum requirements, which 
shall not exceed the amount of power capable of being used by customer, and KUB shall not be 
obligated to supply power in greater amount at any time than the customer's currently effective 
contract demand.  The customer is prohibited from using any power other than that supplied by 
KUB under this rate schedule. The contract may include other special provisions.  The rate 
schedule in any power contract shall be subject to adjustment, modification, change, or 
replacement from time to time as approved by the Board. 

After having received service for at least 1 year under this rate schedule, the customer, 
subject to 90 days prior written notice and appropriate amendments in its power contract with 
KUB, may receive service under the General Power Rate - Schedule GSA.  In such case the 
term of the power contract shall remain the same and the contract demand for service under the 
General Power Rate - Schedule GSA shall not be less than the contract demand in effect when 
service was taken under this rate schedule. 

 

Single-Point Delivery 

The charges under this rate schedule are based upon the supply of service through a 
single delivery and metering point, and at a single voltage.  If service is supplied to the same 
customer through more than one point of delivery or at different voltages, the supply of service 
at each delivery and metering point and at each different voltage shall be separately metered 
and billed. 

 

Rules and Regulations 

Service is subject to Rules and Regulations of KUB. 
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RESOLUTION NO. 1433 
 
 
A Resolution Authorizing the Filing of a Fiber to the Home Business Plan with the 
Office of the Comptroller of the Treasury for the State of Tennessee 
 
 

Whereas, Knoxville Utilities Board (“KUB”), a municipal utility created pursuant to 
the Charter of the City of Knoxville (“City”), provides electric, natural gas, water, and 
wastewater services to the greater Knoxville area and in parts of seven surrounding 
counties; and 

 
Whereas, KUB has authority under the laws of the State of Tennessee and the 

Charter of the City to provide cable television, internet service, and other related 
services (collectively defined as “broadband services”) to its customers located within 
the boundaries of KUB’s electric system service territory; and  

 
Whereas, the Mayor of the City previously requested KUB assess the feasibility 

of providing broadband services to its customers located within the boundaries of its 
electric system service territory; and  

 
Whereas, KUB has completed a feasibility study, including a public survey of its 

customers, and prepared a business plan for offering broadband services; and  
 
Whereas, KUB staff reviewed the business plan with the KUB Board of 

Commissioners at the Board’s meeting of March 11, 2021; and  
 
Whereas, Tennessee Code Annotated, Title 7, Chapter 52, Part 6 requires 

broadband business plans be submitted to the Tennessee Comptroller of the Treasury 
for review prior to the provision of broadband services.  

 
Now, Therefore, Be It Hereby Resolved by the Board of Commissioners of 

the Knoxville Utilities Board as Follows: 
 

 Section 1. The Fiber to the Home Business Plan dated March 12, 2021, 
attached hereto as an exhibit to this resolution, prepared by KUB management for the 
offering of cable service, two-way video transmission, video programming, Internet 
services, and other like service, is hereby approved for filing with the Tennessee 
Comptroller of the Treasury.  
 

Section 2. The President and CEO, or his designee, is authorized and directed 
to submit the aforementioned Fiber to the Home Business Plan to the Tennessee 
Comptroller of the Treasury for review and analysis.  
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Section 3. That this resolution shall take effect immediately upon passage. 
 
 
 
                   Jerry Askew/s        
                Jerry Askew, Chair 
 
 

 
 Mark Walker/s  
        Mark Walker, Board Secretary 
 
 
 
 
APPROVED ON 1st 
READING:                 3-11-2021  
EFFECTIVE DATE    3-11-2021  
MINUTE BOOK 43 PAGE 10544-10567  
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Fiber to the Home  
Business Plan

Submitted to Comptroller of the Treasury  
for the State of Tennessee 

March 12, 2021 
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Introduction 
Knoxville Utilities Board (KUB), an independent agency of the City of Knoxville, provides electric, natural 
gas, water, and wastewater services to more than 468,000 customers in Knoxville and parts of seven 
surrounding counties.   

KUB’s electric system spans more than 688 square miles and serves more than 210,000 customers each 
day. In order to meet the changing needs and expectations of its customers, KUB will need to make 
upgrades on its electric grid and implement innovative technologies that improve reliability and 
efficiency.  

Many of the applications needed for these improvements depend on fast and reliable communication 
throughout the service territory that can be best provided by an extensive fiber system. 

The future of KUB’s electric grid depends upon fiber.   

In addition to improving the KUB’s electric system, the electric fiber network required for these systems 
would position KUB to be able to provide broadband services to meet the growing needs of its 
customers and community.  

Since its inception, KUB has been committed to serving its customers and improving their quality of life 
by providing utility services that are safe, reliable, and affordable. In 2020, that mission became more 
important than ever. With the world facing a global pandemic, the necessity of vital utilities became 
much more apparent to utility providers, local and state governments, and customers.   

The COVID-19 pandemic also highlighted the Knoxville community’s reliance on high-speed broadband 
services. As the need for remote learning and work rose quickly, so did the demand for high-speed 
internet. The gaps in current services became evident, as that demand was not met in many households 
and entire communities, especially in rural areas. These needs and others generated interest in KUB’s 
research from both local and state government officials.   

In 2019, KUB recognized there was a potential need for expanded internet access in its community and 
decided to conduct a feasibility study to provide fiber-based internet, television, and voice services to 
customers in the electric service area.  In July 2020, in the context of the pandemic, KUB conducted a 
Purchase Intent Survey to assess community needs for high-speed broadband, current satisfaction with 
existing providers, and potential success of KUB becoming a new entrant into the broadband service 
market.   

The results of that survey (highlighted in detail in this report) emphasized that KUB’s electric service 
territory has a need for increased internet access and that there is a desire for KUB to provide high-
speed fiber internet. KUB is also uniquely positioned to provide these services due to recent or planned 
infrastructure upgrades. 

It also became apparent through the survey that many customers, even those who live in densely 
populated areas, have access to only one provider. Many of those providers are unable to offer 
symmetrical upload and download speeds, meaning the upload speed is significantly slower than 
download speeds. This symmetry is something that KUB customers desire and something that KUB 
would be positioned to offer.   
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Customers have also recognized that both large and small municipalities across Tennessee offer 
broadband as a utility service and increasingly expect KUB to take the same position. They, like local 
government officials and interest groups, recognize the potential economic growth benefits experienced 
by similar-sized cities in East Tennessee and beyond who have chosen to provide this service.  

KUB understands the issues facing our customers and understands their desire to have reliable, fast, and 
widely available internet service. KUB is also uniquely positioned to provide these services due to 
infrastructure upgrades that are planned or have already been implemented. 

KUB’s Grid Modernization: Positioned for Success 

KUB’s electric system serves a 688-square-mile service area and relies on 5,408 miles of service lines to 
serve approximately 210,000 customers.   

In recent years, KUB’s “Century II” capital program has focused on making proactive upgrades and 
repairs to infrastructure in each of its four utility systems. For the electric system, that means 
improvements to existing infrastructure and the addition of new technology to modernize the electric 
system and improve reliability.  

In 2015, KUB launched a Grid Modernization effort that included the replacement of all KUB’s electric, 
gas, and water meters with advanced meters. The deployment of advanced meters throughout KUB’s 
service territory was completed in 2020 and is currently utilizing 150 miles of a planned 300 miles of 
high-speed fiber optic cable. This cable serves as a “backbone” for information sharing across the 
electric system and connects much of KUB’s critical infrastructure, including all of KUB’s 72 electric 
substations. 

During the same period, KUB began a pilot of Fault Location Isolation and Restoration (FLISR) devices, a 
distributed automation technology, to improve electric reliability. The FLISR pilot has also proven 
successful, with an average improvement in reliability of 40 percent on circuits, reducing customer 
outage times by 1.8 million minutes in fiscal year 2020 where FLISR technology has been installed. Like 
the advanced meters, these devices depend on timely and reliable communication and utilize KUB’s 
existing broadband infrastructure.   

The success of the FLISR pilot has led to the expansion of the program, and KUB will have installed more 
than 80 devices on its electric system by the end of February 2021. KUB plans to continue to make 
improvements to its grid by expanding the reach of FLISR and other applications that improve efficiency 
and reliability, meeting its customers’ needs and offering them more control over their utility 
experience. 

The Future of KUB’s Grid 

The future of KUB’s electric grid depends upon fiber.   

Fiber infrastructure plays a critical role for future system applications that require low latency and high 
reliability communication to make real-time decisions for the electric grid.  

Over the next several years, KUB plans to expand its FLISR program from 80 to 1,200 devices across the 
electric distribution system. These devices will be connected by fiber to create a self-healing, high 
reliability electric system. In FY 2021 alone, these investments are projected to reduce customer outage 
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time by 2.1 million minutes. KUB expects reliability to increase year-over-year with the installation of 
new devices and the expansion of the fiber network.  

The reliability and speed offered by an expansive fiber network will position KUB to begin to pilot new 
applications enhancing operational, financial, and environmental benefits to the electric distribution 
system.   

Fiber infrastructure plays a critical role for future system applications that require low latency and high 
reliability communication to make real-time decisions for the electric grid. It will eventually connect all 
KUB infrastructure and improve the reliability of KUB’s Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition 
(SCADA) network.  

The electric system will also use the fiber infrastructure to improve communications for Distributed 
Energy Resources (DER).  Solar generating partners are the main provider of these resources today, but 
this infrastructure would also provide communications for future types of generation.  These intelligent 
controllers will provide real-time visibility to distributed generation devices which would reduce peak 
demand loads on the electric grid. These devices would also provide an added level of safety to our 
crews by allowing remote disconnection of these DERs in restoration efforts.  

The fiber system will also allow KUB to operate a more efficient electric system, saving energy and 
money, by allowing Volt/VAR Optimization applications to be deployed onto KUB’s electric 
infrastructure. Based on the successes of other distributors within the TVA service territory, KUB plans 
to pilot Volt/VAR applications on its own electric system as the fiber network expands.  

Finally, the fiber infrastructure will position KUB to implement Demand Response (DR) programs on the 
electric system and offer customers controllable thermostats, water heaters, and other heavy electric 
load devices within their homes. These devices reduce peak demand loads on the electric grid and can 
reduce peak power generation, which ultimately has environmental benefits. 

The electric system will use the fiber infrastructure to provide options for our next generation 
Automated Metering Infrastructure (AMI).  KUB has already implemented a wireless AMI solution, which 
will benefit from the fiber infrastructure.  Each AMI base station will be equipped with reliable and low-
latency connectivity, improving performance of this network. Having a fiber infrastructure in place 
provides ultimate flexibility for the next generation of AMI for KUB customers. 

The electric fiber network required for these systems positions KUB to be able to provide improved 
broadband services to meet the growing needs of its customers and community. The Gigabit-speed 
internet and other broadband services that KUB plans to offer at competitive rates will deliver greater 
value to its customers, and at the same time will generate new revenues for KUB to help offset the cost 
of its infrastructure upgrades to the further benefit of its electric utility customers. 

Management Statement 

KUB has prepared a business plan to provide fiber optic high-speed broadband services within the 
electric service area, financially separate from the electric, natural gas, water, and wastewater systems. 
KUB plans to use a third-party voice over IP provider to deliver service through access of KUB’s fiber 
system.  In order to show the net financial benefits to KUB of allowing a third-party voice over IP 
provider to utilize KUB’s network, the business plan reflects revenues, collected for and the pass 
through of voice over IP telephone service costs from a third-party voice over IP provider.  The business 
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plan meets the statutory conditions of T.C. A. 7-52-601.  If approved, KUB plans to establish a fifth utility 
division and establish sufficient control against cross-subsidization of revenues/expenses with the other 
four utility divisions.  The new Fiber Division will adhere to the same organizational policies as other KUB 
divisions and provide its own audited financial statements.  

 The proposed business plan does not serve any area where a privately held cable television 
operator is providing cable services over a cable system and in total serves 6,000 or fewer 
subscribers over one or more cable systems. 

 The proposed business plan does not serve any area where there is an existing telephone 
cooperative that has been providing cable service for not less than ten (10) years under the 
authority of the Federal Communications Commission. 

As per T.C.A. 7-52-602, KUB’s Board of Commissioners provided approval through resolution for 
submittal of the business plan to the State of Tennessee Comptroller of the Treasury on March 11, 2021.  
A copy of the resolution can be found in the business plan’s appendix.   

Also included in the business plan’s appendix, are KUB’s most current audited consolidated financial 
statements for the year ended June 30, 2020.  

Knoxville Utilities Board of Commissioners: 

The Reverend Dr. Jerry Askew, Chair (jerry.askew@kub.org) 
John Worden, Vice Chair (john.worden@kub.org) 
Claudia Caballero (claudia.caballero@kub.org) 
Kathy Hamilton (kathy.hamilton@kub.org) 
Celeste Herbert (celeste.herbert@kub.org) 
Adrienne Simpson-Brown (adrienne.simpson-brown@kub. ) 
Tyvi Small (tyvi.small@kub.org) 
 
Senior Executive Management: 
Gabriel Bolas II, President and Chief Executive Officer (bolas@kub.org) 
Eddie Black, Senior Vice President and Chief Technology Officer (black@kub.org) 
Susan Edwards, Senior Vice President and Chief Administrative Officer (edwards@kub.org) 
Derwin Hagood, Senior Vice President of Operations (hagood@kub.org) 
Tiffany Martin, Vice President and Chief Customer Officer (martin@kub.org) 
Mark Walker, Senior Vice President and Chief Financial Officer (walker@kub.org) 
John Williams, Senior Vice President of Engineering and Construction (williams@kub.org) 
 
KUB’s Commissioners and Mr. Bolas can be contacted by mail at P.O. Box 59017, Knoxville, Tennessee 
37950. 
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Product Offerings 
KUB’s Purchase Intent Survey of potential broadband customers highlighted that customer service, 
reliability, and speed were the main attributes upon which they valued their broadband service. Prices 
paid for existing service were on average $76 while the median payment was $60. A variety of download 
speeds are available in the market and most consumers have access to a maximum download speed of 
400 Mbps. Most internet packages do not have symmetrical upload speeds and most do not exceed 20 
Mbps.   

Responses to the survey showed that more than 76 percent of responders were interested in KUB 
providing service and more than 50 percent of the responses stated they would consider switching to a 
KUB product at a similar price as their current provider.   

Based upon this information, KUB has positioned a product lineup that provides superior speeds while 
maintaining a very competitive market value.   

KUB’s proposed residential internet services begin at 1 Gbps for both download and upload speeds. The 
price of $64.99/month is below the average price of existing competitors and at the entry level of one 
gigabit speeds, well over the current market’s maximum offerings.  KUB also seeks to provide an 
enhanced customer experience with the managed router service that provides optimization of wi-fi 
service through local technical support. 

KUB RESIDENTIAL INTERNET SERVICES PRICING 
RESIDENTIAL 1.0 GBPS $  64.99 monthly 
RESIDENTIAL 2.5 GBPS $149.99 monthly 
RESIDENTIAL MANAGED ROUTER $  14.99 monthly 

    

KUB also plans to provide internet services to business customers ranging from a basic 500 Mbps data 
symmetrical service for small businesses to professional data services with managed routers beginning 
at $899.99 monthly for 1 Gbps symmetrical service.  Similar to KUB’s residential products, KUB seeks to 
provide business internet services with superior speeds at a competitive market value. KUB also seeks to 
provide an enhanced customer experience with the managed router service that provides dedicated 
local technical support to business internet customers.  Professional engineered internet services will 
include guaranteed service response times and custom solutions based on customer needs. 

KUB BUSINESS INTERNET SERVICES PRICING 
BUSINESS 500 MBPS $  84.99 monthly 
BUSINESS 1.0 GBPS $149.99 monthly 
BUSINESS MANAGED ROUTER  $  19.99 monthly 
BUSINESS PROFESSIONAL 1.0 GBPS $899.99 monthly* 

   *starting rate 
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The market for voice over IP and land line telephone has declined with the growth of cellular services 
over the last decade, especially in customers under the age of 65. Approximately 42 percent of KUB’s 
customers indicated they have a traditional home telephone. Most of those customers pay less than $35 
a month for phone services. Long distance (LD) services are widely varied in the Knoxville market among 
eligible providers.  However, most do provide an unlimited LD package.  KUB plans to contract with a 
third-party voice over IP provider that will utilize KUB’s broadband network to provide standard features 
including caller identification and call waiting as part of the phone service. 

VOIP RESIDENTIAL PHONE SERVICES PRICING 

120 MIN LONG DISTANCE $30 monthly 
UNLIMITED LONG DISTANCE $40 monthly 

 

Surveyed KUB customers indicated that reliability and a variety of programming were important aspects 
of television service. Customers also indicated that pricing was a determinant for low customer 
satisfaction. The average monthly residential customer payment for television services is $103.  KUB’s 
business plan does not reflect any margin from sales of television services.   The prices listed below are 
starting competitive rates and would reflect the flow through of changes in wholesale costs in future 
years.  KUB acknowledges the likelihood that wholesale television costs increase at an average of 8 - 
10% increase annually. Therefore, retail rates would likely also rise in response.  For purposes of the 
business plan the retail rate and correlating cost of service are held flat due to the unknown potential 
increase in wholesale cost in the future.   

KUB TELEVISION SERVICES PRICING 
BRONZE 22 CHANNELS $24 monthly 
SILVER 95 CHANNELS $76 monthly 
GOLD 155 CHANNELS $94 monthly 

 

In KUB’s product model, any electric system customer that desires voice over IP or television services 
would be required to purchase internet services. However, electric system customers may choose to 
have internet services without any other product offering. Pricing for bundled services would be derived 
from aggregate pricing given that phone and television services can only be purchased with internet 
services.   
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Competitive Environment 
While the majority of the KUB Electric service territory has access to broadband service, many 
consumers have only a single provider. For both internet and television services, Comcast/Xfinity is the 
leading provider in the Knoxville market followed by AT&T. This limited competition and the demand for 
choice was evident in the results of KUB’s Purchase Intent Survey. More than half the customers 
surveyed indicated they purchased internet services from Comcast/Xfinity and a large majority of those 
customers would be interested in purchasing internet services from KUB if pricing was comparable. 
Nearly 80 percent of customers surveyed were interested in KUB becoming an option for providing 
broadband services.  

Shown below are current residential retail rates from existing providers and proposed KUB products for 
comparison. These figures were gathered in the Winter of 2021 (promotional discounts and other fees 
and charges not reflected). Note that some providers only serve a small portion of KUB’s overall electric 
service territory. 

PROVIDER 
ORDER BY MARKET SHARE 

300 MBPS INTERNET ONLY 1,000 MBPS INTERNET ONLY 

KUB (PROPOSED) N/A $64.99 
COMCAST/XFINITY $96 (400 MBPS) $116 
AT&T $65 $80 
WOW! $59.99 (500 MBPS) $79.99 
SPECTRUM $69.99 (400 MBPS) $129.99 
TDS $72.95 $112.95 

 

PROVIDER 
ORDER BY MARKET SHARE 

300 MBPS INTERNET & 
AVERAGE TV 

1,000 MBPS INTERNET & 
AVERAGE TV 

KUB (PROPOSED) N/A $140.99 
COMCAST/XFINITY $146 (400 MBPS) $166 
AT&T $168 $183 
WOW! N/A N/A 
SPECTRUM $159.98 (400 MBPS) $219.98 
TDS $127.95 $167.95 

 

PROVIDER 
ORDER BY MARKET SHARE 

300 MBPS INTERNET, 
AVERAGE TV & PHONE 

1,000 MBPS INTERNET, AVERAGE 
TV & PHONE 

KUB (PROPOSED) N/A $170.99 
COMCAST/XFINITY $156 (400 MBPS) $176 
AT&T N/A N/A 
WOW! N/A N/A 
SPECTRUM $169.98 (400 MBPS) $229.98 
TDS $152.95 $192.95 
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KUB believes that offering a high-speed internet service with symmetrical download and upload speeds 
with no limit on data usage will differentiate KUB’s service from existing providers. Incumbent providers 
do not offer these attributes and, as such, KUB’s products provide a distinct and unique choice for 
service in the Knoxville area. These product attributes, along with competitive pricing, position KUB’s 
products well in the competitive environment.   

Municipal providers of broadband services in the region have experienced take rates between 50 and 70 
percent.  In addition, KUB’s survey results indicated that 80 percent of respondents are interested in 
KUB providing broadband services.  More than 50 percent of survey responders indicated that with a 
similar price and product they would switch internet service to KUB.  KUB anticipates up to a 50 percent 
take rate for electric system customers as fiber broadband services become available similar to our 
peers. KUB anticipates a competitive response to KUB broadband services.  Thus, financial projections 
included in this business plan are based on a conservative 35 percent take rate.  

Leading providers in the market often provide promotional discounts for the first year of service. While 
KUB does not anticipate promotional pricing, the retail rate listed above remains competitive with the 
market. In addition, many competitors have added costs such as equipment rental, broadcast and sports 
television fees, and taxes not reflected in the retail rates listed above. KUB anticipates the pass through 

of taxes only to the retail customer. As a result, the billed rates to customers are anticipated to be at or 
below the leading providers in the market.   

There are areas in our service territory that do not have access to wired internet service because it is not 
currently economically feasible for the incumbent providers to extend their systems into those areas. 
There are several examples that have been reported to KUB through our research where the cost to 
serve individual residences is simply not feasible in the current competitive environment.  Details 
presented in this business case position KUB to serve these customers.   
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Marketing Plan 

KUB’s Communications Department, three planned full-time marketing employees, and senior 
management will execute a marketing plan building on KUB’s brand of reliable and affordable services.  
KUB will launch a marketing program in the fall of 2022 and has budgeted $12 million over the seven 
year build out period to fund the program.   

 

KUB will begin to build an awareness campaign in the months leading up to the onset of construction of 
the broadband system. Existing print and digital platforms – including KUB customer bills, KUB’s 
customer website, Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, and Nextdoor pages – will be used to promote the 
benefits of KUB fiber, including and not limited to highlighting the community and commercial benefits.  

KUB will also work with community partners and utilize existing media partnerships to increase 
awareness and brand visibility in its electric service territory.  

As the system is built, and fiber services become available, KUB will use targeted print and digital 
advertising to reach customers who are eligible to begin services. A series of concurrent campaigns will 
be used to focus on the areas where KUB fiber is available through targeted digital advertisements, paid 
and targeted social media placement, and print bill messaging.  

KUB will also use traditional media, like local newspapers and broadcast networks, to advertise KUB 
broadband internet services. Well-designed print advertisements will be placed in local business journals 
and a variety of 30-second television commercials will be aired on stations in the Knoxville market, 
highlighting benefits to both commercial and residential customers. 

Direct sales employees will contact newly eligible customers as the system grows to ensure each 
potential fiber customer understands the capability and benefits of the new product.  In total, KUB 
anticipates the addition of 15 full-time sales employees during the peak of the build out period. 

As the system is completed and becomes more universally available, KUB will run consistent campaigns 
on the previously mentioned platforms to highlight promotions and packages available to eligible 
customers. KUB will also expand campaign platforms to include billboards, signage, and partnerships 
that are visible to customers in the fiber service territory. Each message will include a call to action to 
visit KUB’s customer website where they can easily browse packages and sign up for services.  

To supplement the newly hired marketing and sales teams, KUB customer service representatives and 
employees will be educated to share information about the benefits of KUB broadband services and to 
help promote the products at work and in the community.  
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Fiber to Home Business Plan 
Cost Benefit Analysis 
KUB’s Fiber Division will provide internet service to both residential and commercial customers 
with voice over IP and television as optional additional services for residential customers. KUB 
plans to use a third-party provider for hosting of services. KUB has projected a 35 percent take 
rate among its electric system residential customers, but market analysis indicates that take 
rates approaching 50 percent are likely. Projected annual revenue for the Fiber Division is shown 
below: 

Year Revenue Internet Customer Count 
Year 1 $4.4 million 6,150 
Year 2 $17.8 million 18,500 
Year 3 $36.4 million 32,000 
Year 4 $55.8 million 45,600 
Year 5 $73.7 million 57,350 
Year 6 $87.2 million 65,000 
Year 7 $96.3 million 70,700 

 

Capital investment for the Fiber Division for communication components of the fiber network 
totaling $18.3 million will be made over the seven year build out period. In addition, the Fiber 
Division will incur Operation and Maintenance (O&M) expenditures estimated at $337.8 million 
over the same period which are explained in the sections below.  Projections indicate that break 
even will occur in year eight as cumulative revenues exceed cumulative expenditures.  

Cost Allocation 
In addition to direct O&M expenditures, KUB’s Fiber Division will pay Access and Electric 
Distribution System Utilization Fees to the Electric Division.   

The access fee allocation is derived from the proportional share of fiber related depreciation, 
O&M expenses, tax equivalents, and cost of capital of the Electric Division based on customer 
count for each system. (Further detail can be found in the financial statement section) 

 

KUB’s Electric Division will initially use fiber for services at the retail customer level to test and 
pilot various electric system applications utilizing the fiber network and for other electric system 
uses outlined in the Introduction section above. KUB’s Fiber Division is initially projected to pay 
the Electric Division 100 percent of annual depreciation for services and the correlating tax 
equivalents as part of the access fee calculation. However, as the services are more fully utilized 
by metering or other applications in the future, the proportional shares to the Fiber Division and 
the Electric Division will be re-evaluated.   
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The Electric Distribution System Utilization Fee is calculated at KUB’s current $36 annual pole 
attachment rate for each fiber related attachment. The electric distribution system utilization 
rate is derived from the approved Tennessee Valley Authority methodology reflecting 
depreciation and maintenance expenses of KUB’s electric distribution system not related to 
wire, fiber, or conduit. 

A projection of total fees paid to the Electric Division from the Fiber Division by fiscal year is 
shown below: 

 

KUB’s Fiber Division will also pay its proportional share of shared expenses with KUB’s other four 
divisions as explained in detail in the General and Administrative section below. KUB’s Fiber 
Division will reflect the same allocation methodology of KUB’s other utility divisions as part of 
KUB’s existing financial controls and financial reporting requirements.   

Operations 
KUB will leverage experienced professionals and consultants to assist in guidance through the 
design and setup phase. KUB anticipates that early phases of plant construction will require 
heavy utilization of experienced third-party construction contractors with internal management 
oversight. As the build out continues into later phases, KUB will shift from relying heavily on 
third-party contractors to operations being primarily performed by KUB employees with 
supplemental support from third party contractors.   

During the first year (phase 1), there will be four areas built to serve between 15,000 and 20,000 
eligible customers. The infrastructure for the remaining 180,000 customers will be built over the 
next six years of deployment, which results in a seven-year deployment for our entire electric 
service territory.   

Customer installations will be completed by an installation contractor through the seven-year 
deployment. Throughout the deployment, KUB will begin hiring KUB employee installation 
technicians that can install and troubleshoot customer issues. KUB seeks an appropriate balance 
of KUB employees and contractors that will support future installations and troubleshooting. 

Upon the completion of the seven-year plant build, KUB anticipates that its electric system 
operations (including an expanded fiber network) would continue to be operationally managed 
and maintained with a combination of both employees and third-party hourly contract labor.   
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Staffing 
With the establishment of the KUB Fiber Division, additional full-time positions in the areas of 
marketing, sales, technical support, field installations and information technology are planned. 
The fiber system will fund these new positions as they are directly related to service delivery to 
the fiber at home customer.     

A summary of additional full-time positions to support the fiber system by fiscal year are listed 
below. A total of 111 full time positions are projected at full fiber deployment in year seven.  
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Sales 
KUB plans to hire four experienced sales employees in the first year of system construction and 
increase the workforce through the first several years of service. The sales team will be 
responsible for customer outreach and engagement, building awareness, and adding customers 
to the KUB network.  

The sales team will focus on both commercial and residential customers, supporting marketing 
efforts and ensuring customers are educated on their purchases, building lasting relationships. 
The team will use a combination of phone, digital, print, and personal outreach to promote 
residential and business packages.  

The sales team will follow-up on leads generated by marketing campaigns and assist customers 
with service agreements. They will coordinate with construction team leads to have a detailed 
understanding of where new customers are being added, focusing their direct outreach in those 
areas.  

General and Administrative 
KUB’s Fiber Division will participate in the allocation of shared expenditures for general and 
administrative services including accounting, information services, and human resources. The 
fiber system’s proportional share will be derived from customer count annually until year eight 
where net assets and revenue from sales will also be a component of the allocation of shared 
expenses. Shown below are the projected proportional share of allocated expenditures for the 
Fiber Division by fiscal year. 

 

The Fiber Division will also incur direct expenses to operate the system including installation of 
services inside the premise, customer operations, and sales. Reflected in the Fiber Division’s 
direct expenses are salaries and benefits for approximately 107 full time employees at full build 
out in FY28. Shown below is the projected annual operation and maintenance expenditures for 
the fiber system by fiscal year (excluding cost of services for television and phone).   

 

Network Construction 
KUB anticipates more than 5,000 miles of fiber to be constructed by the Electric Division over 
the seven-year build out period. Most of the build will be aerial (80%) with a remainder of urban 
build out underground.  Aerial construction costs include make ready and pole replacement 
expenditures for a small portion of the electric system. Capital investment for service 
installation will lag the build out of the fiber backbone in year one of the project.   
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Funding Proposal 
The Fiber Division will invest $18.3 million over the seven year build out period on communication 
equipment to enable fiber to home services.    

The Fiber Division will incur approximately $337.8 million in operating expenses over the seven year 
build out. Included in the operating expenses for the fiber system are access fee and electric distribution 
system utilization fees to the electric system annually that reflects its portion of depreciation, cost of 
capital, taxes, and distribution system maintenance. The fiber system will also contribute its 
proportional share of organizational shared expenses along with KUB’s other divisions. 

Taxes and tax equivalents are projected to be $3.8 million for the fiber system over the seven year build 
out period.  Reflected in projected taxes are Payment in Lieu of Taxes estimated at $1.3 million over the 
same period.   

 

Franchise, excise, sales, and local privilege taxes will be paid by the Fiber Division similar to other 
providers of broadband services.  KUB plans to directly flow through the cost for those taxes to the 
customer.  

The Electric Division will provide $35 million in loans to the Fiber Division over the first two years to fund 
capital and operational expenses with anticipated re-payment by full build out in year nine.   

KUB’s Fiber Division projected revenue is based on a 35 percent take rate for eligible electric system 
customers with all areas reached by the end of year seven. Combined projected customers by product 
service is shown below by fiscal year: 

 

The associated projected revenue from sales for the Fiber Division is reflected below: 
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Loans to Fiber Division 
 The Electric Division will loan the Fiber Division $35 million over the first two years.   

 Year 1 - $20 million  Year 2 - $15 million   
 

Use of Proceeds 
The Fiber Division will use the $35 million loan proceeds to fund the purchase of capitalized 
communication equipment, direct and shared operating expenses, taxes, and access and electric 
distribution system utilization fees to the Electric Division. The Fiber Division will pay monthly 
interest to the Electric Division estimated at $7.8 million over the life of the loan, which will be 
repaid by June 2030.  An interest rate of 3.6 percent was used that reflects the FY20 weighted 
average cost of debt for the Electric Division.   

Loan Payback Schedule 
Projected net income and cash position indicates that the Fiber Division will become cash 
solvent by year seven and will re-pay the loans to the Electric Division in year nine.   

Year 2 - $750 thousand  Year 3 - $1.56 million  Year 4 - $1.75 million 
Year 5 - $1.75 million  Year 6 - $1.75 million  Year 7 - $8.24 million 
Year 8 - $15 million  Year 9 - $4.2 million  
 
A copy of the Loan Amortization Schedule is included in Appendix D.    
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Conclusion 
KUB’s proposed Fiber Division, with 35 percent market share, is projected to serve more than 70,000 
homes and 4,500 businesses with internet, television, and voice services across the Knox County, 
Tennessee region and parts of seven surrounding counties.  Full deployment is projected to be complete 
within seven years with a complete repayment of debt by year nine.   

Benefits to KUB’s electric system from the investment in fiber across its distribution system include 
enhanced fault location, improved reliability of services, and optimal position for the next generation of 
automated metering.   

KUB is committed to serving the community and its customers with fiber optic technology that will 
enhance the operation and reliability of its electric service and make Gigabit-speed internet and 
broadband services available to all of its electric service territory customers.   

Appendices 
Appendix A – Purchase Intent Study Report 

Appendix B – Resolution 1433 – Approval to submit business plan 

Appendix C – FY 2020 Consolidated Audited Financial Statements 

Appendix D – Loan Amortization Schedule 
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